
Remote Education Provision 
 

High expectations by all, for all, reflecting the example of Jesus  



Remote Education Provision: Information for Parents 

This information is intended to provide clarity and transparency to 

our families about what to expect from remote education where 

national or local restrictions require entire cohorts (or bubbles) to 

remain at home. 

For details of what to expect where individual pupils are self-isolating, 

please see the final section of this document. 

You can find out more about our remote education and the control 

measures we have in school on our school website. 

 

The remote curriculum: 

A pupil’s first day or two of being educated remotely might look 

different from our standard approach, while we take all necessary 

actions to prepare for a longer period of remote teaching. Where 

possible we will ensure our normal curriculum coverage as set out in 

the curriculum sections of our website. 

What should my child expect from immediate remote 

education in the first day or two of pupils being sent home? 

Children are able to access remote learning immediately through the 

Google Classroom (Reception - Year 6). This platform is well known 

to the children and where support is required, parents can contact 

school for guidance. The school will email activities to families with 

children in the Nursery.  

Teachers will set appropriate work for their classes via Google 

Classroom. This may include some live lessons, opportunities for live 

interaction, pre-recorded lessons and appropriate resources to 

ensure that learning continues in line with our curriculum. 

If children do not have the required stationery, resources or 

technology to support remote learning or they have problems 

accessing Google Classroom, parents can contact the school for help. 

A number of Chromebooks that families can access should they 

require this support are also available. 

Following the first few days of remote education, will my 

child be taught broadly the same curriculum as they would if 

they were in school? 

We aim to teach the same curriculum remotely as we would do in 

school wherever possible and appropriate. However, some 

adaptations in some subjects will be necessary. There may be some 

subjects such as art and design & technology that rely on access to 

specific resources and equipment that children do not have access to 

at home. In these cases, alternative work will be designed that is 

linked closely to our curriculum. The classteacher will make a 

decision on the relevance of the content and what fits best with what 

has been taught in class. The learning taught is new to the children 

and builds on the work done in class prior to any isolation or 

lockdown period. 

https://www.stlukes.kingston.sch.uk/page/?title=COVID&pid=147&action=saved


Remote teaching and learning time each day 

How long can I expect work set by the school to take my 

child each day? 

We expect that remote education (including remote teaching and 

independent work) will take pupils broadly the following number of 

hours each day: 

• Key Stage 1 – 3 hours  

• Key Stage 2 – 4 hours 

This time is made up of teacher inputs, independent learning time, 

independent reading sessions and the use of home learning platforms 

such as Purple Mash, TTRS and Sumdog where tasks are set by 

teachers. This is not a definitive list and other learning assigned by 

class teachers could be available. 

Accessing remote education 

How will my child access any online remote education? 

Children are able to access remote learning through Google 

Classroom (Reception - Year 6). This is now well known to the 

children and where support is required, parents can contact school 

for guidance. Information is provided to parents on how to set up the 

learning platform through communications from the school. This 

includes information such as Wonde passwords. 

If my child does not have digital or online access at home, 

how will you support them to access remote education? 

We recognise that some pupils may not have suitable access to 

technology at home. School will work with families to ensure that 

digital or online access is not a barrier to remote learning. Families 

can contact school and discuss how best to provide support for 

children. This can include providing stationery to support remote 

learning, technological support and guidance, internet support and the 

loaning of Chromebooks for the period of absence due to COVID. A 

clear protocol has been developed for the loaning of technology to 

support remote learning. 

How will my child be taught remotely? 

We are using Google Meet to provide face to face teaching 

opportunities. Pupils will be provided with a mixture of live lessons, 

phonics inputs, story times and independent learning time relevant to 

their age group. Pupils are able to access these sessions via a Google 

Meet link provided in Google Classroom. This provision provides 

pupils with some opportunities to interact with their teacher as if 

they were in the classroom. Teachers will provide lesson inputs, 

encourage discussion and provide feedback to pupils. Learning can be 

accessed on laptop devices, mobile phones, tablets and games 

consoles. 
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We are using Google Classroom to set assignments, distribute 

resources and feedback on work. Pupils are able to download 

worksheets, see links or videos linked to the lessons, as well as 

uploading their work for a teacher to see. Classteachers will look at 

all work and feedback will be given using a whole class approach. 

Individual comments may be provided where needed but children 

should expect their teacher to provide feedback on the whole class’s 

work during the next session. 

All of our live lessons are delivered with our risk assessment in mind 

and we have high expectations of conduct. The school has created 

Google Classroom guidelines and Google Meet rules, which we 

expect all children and adults to follow. 

Where possible a second adult will be available within the classroom 

or on the Google Meet session to support the learning process. The 

chat function will be enabled so that all messages are only sent to the 

host. 

When will learning be available? to access on Google 

Classroom? 

In the Nursery, learning materials for the week will be available and 

sent using our ParentMail communication system each Sunday. 

Weekly activities are planned for each area of learning for children to 

access throughout the week.  

In Reception - Year 6, learning materials will be uploaded as early as 

possible each day. Teaching is informed by prior learning and 

responds to previous lessons. Evidence suggests that this approach 

leads to greater gains in learning and teachers need time to review 

previous session outcomes. The school will endeavour to upload 

work as early as possible. 
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Engagement and feedback 

What are your expectations for my child’s engagement and 

the support that we as parents and carers should provide at 

home? 

All children are expected to engage with remote learning and those 

not engaging will be contacted by their teachers to identify any 

barriers and to establish what further support is required. 

Parents will be supported with regular updates and sign posting to 

resources through our website, links on Google Classroom and 

through the weekly newsletters. This will include support to establish 

remote education routines and advice on how to support their 

children’s education. 

What if a child’s engagement with remote learning is 

irregular or limited, or parents are struggling to support the 

child with learning at home? 

Throughout the isolation period, teachers will regularly monitor 

engagement in the remote education of their pupils. Where 

engagement is limited or irregular, classteachers will undertake 

welfare calls to discuss why this maybe the case. To help families 

engage more consistently, additional support may be required such as 

access to devices, provision of data allowances, telephone support 

etc. The calls will also check on welfare issues as well as engagement 

in remote education. 

If a lack of engagement continues with remote learning, the Deputy 

Headteacher will undertake a welfare call to explain the expectation 

that parents must support children in ensuring that they engage with 

the work as outlined. If engagement does not improve, school will 

liaise with other agencies. 

How will you assess my child’s work and progress? 

Feedback can take many forms and may not always mean extensive 

written comments for individual children. For example, whole-class 

feedback or quizzes marked automatically via digital platforms are also 

valid and effective methods, amongst many others. Teachers will look 

at all work, feedback will be given using a whole class approach which 

is in line with our school policy. Individual comments may be provided 

where needed but children should expect their teacher to provide 

feedback on the whole class’s work during the next session. 
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Additional support for pupils with particular needs 

How do we support children who are finding the work 

difficult or not keeping at the same pace? 

The expectation is that all children will access the same curriculum 

within the mastery approach we adopt as a school. In order to ensure 

children can access this curriculum, they can be provided with a 

number of tools such as scaffolding support materials which could 

include word banks, concrete materials, knowledge organisers and a 

number of other learning tools.  

Some pupils also require further support strategies and may be 

offered personalised support from teaching staff. If parents think their 

child is finding the learning difficult they are encouraged to speak to 

the classteacher who will be able to advise. 

All activities provided in Google Classrooms are inclusive and are 

intended to be accessible to all learners. 

We recognise that some pupils, for example some pupils with special 

educational needs and disabilities (SEND), may not be able to access 

remote education without support from adults at home. We 

acknowledge the difficulties this may place on families, and we will 

work with parents and carers to support those pupils. Additional 

measures are considered for pupils with SEND to mitigate the risk of 

pupils falling behind their peers in terms of education. 

Remote learning worries 

Will my child fall behind if they are not learning in school? 

We want to reassure parents that lots of children all over the 

country at the moment will not be making the progress they would 

have done if the schools hadn’t been closed to the majority of 

children. However, when the children came back to us in September 

after last year’s lockdown, we put lots of things in place to ensure 

they started to make accelerated progress. Please feel assured that 

we will do the same when they all come back together.  

Remote education for self-isolating pupils 

If my child is not in school because they are self-isolating, 

how will their remote education differ from the approaches 

described above? 

Where individual pupils need to self-isolate but the majority of their 

peer group remains in school, how remote education is provided will 

likely differ from the approach for whole groups. This is due to the 

challenges of teaching pupils both at home and in school. Remote 

education will continue in the same way as outlined throughout this 

document. However, live learning opportunities will not be available. 

In the event of individual isolation, the classteacher will work with 

families to ensure that children are provided with appropriate home 

learning, and we will maintain regular contact with families and pupils 

to ensure appropriate input and feedback. 
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Remote Education Provision Overview 

Face to Face Teaching (Live Lessons) 

We are using Google Meet to provide face to face teaching opportunities. Children will 

be provided with a mixture of live lessons, phonics inputs, story times, assemblies and 

independent learning time relevant to their age group. Children are able to access these 

sessions via Google Meet links provided in the Google Classroom. You should log into 

Wonde to access your child’s Google account, please see guide for support: 

Getting Started with Google Classroom - Student Guide  

This provision provides children with some opportunities to interact with their teacher 

as if they were in the classroom. Teachers will provide lesson inputs and feedback to 

Children. Learning can be accessed on laptop devices, mobile phones, tablets and games 

consoles. 

Curriculum 

We aim to teach the same 

curriculum remotely as we would do 

in school wherever possible and 

appropriate. However, we have 

needed to make some adaptations in 

some subjects. The learning taught 

this lockdown is new to the children 

and builds on the work done in class 

prior to the Christmas holidays. 

Children can expect to have 1 

English, 1 maths and 2 topic activities 

(not always live) each day. 

Feedback and Marking 

We are using Google Classroom to set assignments, distribute 

resources and provide feedback on work. Children are able to 

download worksheets, see links or videos linked to the lessons, 

as well as uploading their work for a teacher to see. Teachers 

will look at submitted work and feedback will be given. 

Individual comments may be provided where needed but 

children should expect their teacher to provide feedback on 

the whole class’s work during the next session. 

Safeguarding 

All of our live lessons are delivered 

with our risk assessment in mind and 

we have high expectations of 

conduct: 

Google Classroom Guidelines 

Google Meet Rules 

Where possible a second adult may 

be available within the classroom or 

on the Google Meet session to 

support the learning process.  

Expectations 

We expect that 

remote education 

(including remote 

teaching and 

independent work) will 

take children broadly 

the following number 

of hours each day: 

Key Stage 1 – 3 hours 

Key Stage 2 – 4 hours 

Support 

Please contact school if you require stationery, resources or 

access to technology support. Contact and support will be 

provided to families where the children are not engaging with 

our remote education provision. All activities provided in 

Google Classrooms are inclusive and are intended to be 

accessible to all learners. 

https://www.stlukes.kingston.sch.uk/_site/data/files/pdf/2school%20life/covid%20plans/D17A12201DD9595DB83CC712C5A9D664.pdf
https://www.stlukes.kingston.sch.uk/_site/data/files/pdf/2school%20life/covid%20plans/21D953B8BE2B6C8805A8EB588FD4E6FF.pdf
https://www.stlukes.kingston.sch.uk/_site/data/files/pdf/2school%20life/covid%20plans/16EE6062F06E56EDC90BD6DB6572BA23.pdf

